Three topics are discussed. A discrete-state, continuous-time random walk with one or more absorption states can be studied by a presumably new method: some mean properties, including the mean time to absorption, can be found from a modified diagram (graph) 
tions). Thus, a simple method is now available to find one-way cycle fluxes exactly (previously Monte Carlo simulation was required to find these fluxes, with attendant fluctuations, for diagrams of any complexity). An incidental benefit of the above procedure is that it provides a simple proof of the oneway cycle flux relation J., = Hn±n/1, where n is any cycle of the original diagram.
We begin with a review of the usual approach to this kind of problem and then turn to a possibly useful alternative method that allows one to calculate the mean (first passage) time to absorption (anywhere) and also the probability of eventual absorption at each state K.
In a very large ensemble of random walks on the same graph or diagram of states, all starting from state s at t = 0, let pi(t) be the fraction of walks that are in state i at t. In principle, at least, all the pi(t) can be found by solving the set of linear first-order differential equations, with constant coefficients, of the form dt -Pi a,, + I ajipi, Ill where the sums here are over those states j that can convert to state i, or vice versa, by a transition. Then the fraction of walks that end at state K between t and t + dt is (dpK/dt)dt = p'dt = aK'KpK'(t)dt, [2] where K' is the immediate precursor of absorption state K. The fraction of walks that end at state K, irrespective of the arrival time, is p'dt =p (o) IE PK( ) = 1.
[ 3] This paper is concerned with some interconnections between discrete-state, continuous-time random walks with absorption, on the one hand, and random walks on certain related graphs with cycles, on the other. There are three subtopics to be considered, all of which involve the use of cycle fluxes as in the so-called diagram method (1) . The term "diagram," as used in the biophysical literature, is synonymous with "graph," as used by mathematicians. In each section, below, a general procedure is proposed and then illustrated with one or more examples. The intention here is simply to introduce the three subjects.
Mean First Passage Time in Random Walks with Absorption
The problem considered in this section is a conventional discrete-state, continuous-time random walk that starts (t = 0) at a particular state s and ends at one or more absorption states denoted with index K. An arbitrary state is denoted i or j. The (stationary) transition probabilities are denoted aij (for the transition: state i -* state j). The states need not be arranged, with respect to transitions, in a linear array. Also, they may be infinite in number provided that there is no "escape" to infinity in the random walk and that absorption eventually occurs at one of the states K.
The mean time to absorption at any K is then -= o I{ p A)dt. [4] In some problems tcan be found without solving the differential equations. The mean lifetime of those walks that end at K is, from Eq. 3,
Then, from Eq. 4, [6] The (presumably) new method, which I now describe, is s (instead of K). The transition probability aK'K is unchanged.
As an example, Fig. 1B shows the closed diagram obtained
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Let us use Fig. 1 as an example. There is "detailed balance" at steady state in Fig. 1B Having found the Pi for the closed diagram and then the JK from aK'KPK' one proceeds as follows. The total mean rate of K cycle completions is J = 1KJK. This is also the mean rate of absorptions (at any K) in the long repeated random walk. The reciprocal of J is the mean time per absorption: F= 1/J. The fraction of walks that end with absorption at K is the same as the fraction of K cycle completions in the closed diagram: PK(J) = JKIJ = JK 'I JK = PK( )J.
[7]
The mean time between absorptions at K in the repeated random walk is 1/JK = t/PK(OO)- [8] This is not the same as 1 (Eq. 5). If we put Eq. 7 and F= 1/J into Eq. 6, we find
This is a useful self-consistency relation. Also, it is easy to see that pp F-= EI pi(t)dt, [10] i A separate stochastic argument (omitted) leads to 7-2 = (A2B + yA2 + a/3A + aa'B)/A(y8A + a/3B) i2F= (AB2 + aB2 + y8B + y'y'A)/B(y8A + apB). [14] Eqs. 12 and 14 are found to satisfy Eq. 9.
Another example appears below. Fig. 2A shows a four-state diagram (graph) with three cycles (Fig. 2B) interest: in a diagram with cycles, the objects of interest are random walks that end with the first cycle completion. Of mathematical and also much greater practical interest, for example in biophysics (1), are random walks (on a diagram with cycles) that continue indefinitely. A long random walk on Fig. 2A would be an example. Of primary concern are the time-averaged rates of one-way cycle completions, J, (e.g., q = a+, a-, . . . in Fig. 2B ), and the time-averaged state probabilities pi. In simple cases, such as Fig. 2 Fig. 3A and then closed (as in Fig. 3C , not Fig. 3B ).
For a given original diagram with cycles (e.g., Fig. 2A Fig. 3A ) not to state s (as in Fig. 3B ) but to the state that originated the cycle just completed (as in Fig. 3C ). This produces a second kind of closed diagram, denoted closed-2. The closed-2 diagram is an expanded, more-detailed, version of the original diagram. The cycles of the original diagram are subdivided into one-way cycles, and some of these may be subdivided further. The states, except for the starting state, are also subdivided; a second index is needed to distinguish these but, for simplicity, a second index has not been used in Figs. 3 and S. The four states in Fig. 2A are separated into 11 substates in Fig. 3C and into 10 substates in The closed-2 diagram is more complicated than the original diagram because it has some history of the early steps of the random walk (prior to a cycle completion) built in, including the starting state. This history is the equivalent of the "remainders" (1, 3) that must be kept track of in a Monte Carlo simulation of a walk on the original diagram. The remainders are implicit in the closed-2 diagram and need not be considered in a walk on this diagram. In such a walk, every arrowed transition (Figs. 3C, 4 , and SD) produces a one-way cycle completion.
The transition choices and transition probabilities are the same at every step for a walk starting at state s on either the original diagram or on the closed-2 diagram. That is, the two walks are essentially identical (if the same choices are made, e.g., using the same set of random numbers in a Monte Carlo simulation). Hence, each cycle type is completed at the same rate on the two diagrams. [16]
The eight partial diagrams (1) that belong to Fig. 2A are shown in Fig. 6 . These can be converted into directional diagrams (1) for each state i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) by introducing arrows (one on each line) that lead to state i. Each arrow corresponds to a transition probability (e.g., i -1j corresponds to aij). Then pi ( Fig. 2A) is proportional to the sum of 8 terms, each of which is a product of three transition probabilities (each partial diagram has three lines). X, the normalization constant, is defined as the sum of all 32 terms obtained in this way from the four states.
The diagram method (1) also gives (details omitted)
etc., for the six one-way cycle fluxes in Fig. 2 (compare Eq. 15). In Fig. 4 , we have Ja+ = a2lP22, Ja-= a3lP31, etc. Thus, from Eqs. 17 and 18, we can deduce
[18]
[19]
The still unknown Pik are P21, P32, and P43. These can be obtained from
[20]
Hence, because each pi ( Fig. 2A) [21]
[22]
Here, Eq. 21 refers to Fig. 4 (remembering that Pi = P1) and Eq. 22, to Fig. 2A .
In a more complicated case, the (numerical) calculation would be done in the reverse order. The Pik would be found first and then J., and pi would be calculated from the Pik. As an example, this procedure has been applied to Fig. 5 
